
The advice landscape 
in a post Royal 

Commission world







The royal commission
Watershed moment in Financial Services



Royal commission into misconduct in the Banking, 
Superannuation and Financial Services Industry

7 rounds
of hearings

134
witnesses

10,000+
public submissions

76
recommendations



Key learnings from the Royal Commission
Kenneth Hayne’s six simple requirements:

Obey the law Do not mislead 
or deceive

Be fair

Provide services which 
are fit for purpose

Deliver services 
with reasonable 

care and skill

When acting for 
another, act in the 
best interests of 

that other







What does good advice 
look like now?



• Different advice models are emerging
• User pays, but why pay for what you 

don’t value?
• Advice practices specialising in specific 

types of advice – Gen Y or Gen Z
• ASIC Adviser Register details

What do I value in an 
advice relationship?  
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What to look for when considering advice



Sunsuper Advice



Our job is to help more 
members retire with more 
because of good quality 
financial advice.



We have a diverse range of members 
from rural to urban areas.  Our 
members also range in age from just 
starting employment to retirees.  

With over 1.4 million members nationwide, 
we have a scale and geographic challenge 
to provide advice.  A salaried adviser 
workforce is not scalable and is high cost. 

Sunsuper’s advice challenges



Educate our members so they act as early as possible and make 
informed choices about their retirement savings and make it easier for 
them to retire at a time of their choosing.  

Affordable, accessible and scalable for the fund: 
• An open architecture advice service available to all members, 

regardless of balance, location or complexity.  
• Our advice model enables our members to easily engage with 

the adviser of their choice (internal or external).

Sunsuper’s advice model guiding principles



All channels provide advice to existing Sunsuper members but only the NAP and external advisers provide advice on either new money and/or new members to the fund.  
This model removes the risk of conflicted advice or churning for Sunsuper.

Sunsuper’s advice model open architecture design



What is the value of advice to you?
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Let’s keep 
talking…


